No Human Being is Illegal
Stop detentions and deportations
The North Carolina Green Party recognizes that immigrants and migrants
strengthen our nation. We support full amnesty and a safe pathway to citizenship for all 11 million undocumented immigrants, as well as full civil rights for all
migrants. We need to stop scapegoating immigrants who are being blamed for
the systemic crimes of the rich.

End Workplace and Home Raids
The NC Green Party believes that immigrants should feel safe in their communities and workplaces. They should be able to live their lives free from institutionalized intimidation and violence, and should not be forced into hiding or
subjected to constant fear and uncertainty while attempting to go to work, take
children to school, or while simply being visible in their communities.

Abolish ICE
The creation of ICE (U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement) in 2003, and
its placement under the Homeland Security umbrella, sent a message that immigrants are a threat to the United States, turning the Statue of Liberty on its
head. The NC Green Party rejects this message and calls for the agency’s abolishment and the implementation of a human rights approach to immigration.

No Wall
While both corporate parties focus on border security and enforcement, the
Green Party supports cancelling plans for the US-Mexico border wall. Not only
will the wall be an environmental disaster affecting surrounding families, wildlife,
and the Rio Grande ecosystem, but it’s also a monument to racist, anti-immigrant attitudes toward ethnic minorities.

No Family Separation
Greens strongly condemn separating families at the border. “The forcible removal of children from their parents at the Southern border and housed in substandard conditions is no less than government sanctioned child abuse and
neglect.” –Gloria Mattera, GP National Co-chair and child life-development
specialist

Amnesty and Civil Rights
Immigrants and migrants strengthen our nation.
We support amnesty and a safe pathway to citizenship,
as well as full civil rights for all. We must stop scapegoating
immigrants for the systemic crimes of the rich.

While Democrats and Republicans prioritize immigration enforcement, NC
Greens support amnesty for undocumented immigrants and a legal status that
allows a path to residency and citizenship. The NC Green Party calls for racial and
economic justice for documented and undocumented immigrants, as well as
border passes and work permits for Canadian and Mexican citizens. We support
extending to migrants the same civil rights and protections claimed by US citizens.
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